
Thomas Champagne is out  to discover a new soundscape. With Guillaume Vierset (gtr), 
Ruben Lamon (db) and Alain Deval (dm), he is on the way to discovering a large part of 
it.

Very quickly, the new Random House quartet turns out to be kind of radical when it co-
mes to its choices. The search for new sensations leads to an exploration of sound. The 
bare playing better underlines the sharpness of the melodies. A tendency towards con-
templation and intimacy lays the foundations for a contained, intense, post-Coltranian 
groove that is full of respirations but above all inspiration. The alto sax bounces off the la-
ce-like arpeggios spun by the guitar. The rhythms are constantly bouncing, sometimes dis-
creetly at other times red-hot and always perfectly in tune with the project.

The quartet  takes a bold freedom in tone, an openness in the music’s development that 
leaves plenty of room for ideas and dialogue. This gives the melodies time to find their 
feet, and for the entwined tempos to take effect. The mood veers between introspection 
and a spontaneous swing that is full of relief.

There are still zones to be discovered and explored in jazz. Random House is doing just 
that, without forgetting its roots, nor the swing, nor the groove.

Jacques Prouvost, Journalist
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Thomas Champagne has been crisscrossing Belgium with his trio for 12 years alrady 
(Gaume Jazz, Jazz à Liège, etc, cultural centres, clubs, ...) with some dates in France, 
Germany and the Netherlands. After a first album for the Igloo label (Charon's Boat, 
2008), the Thomas Champagne Trio is celebrating a decade of encounters by inviting 
various musicians to join them in creating the “10 Years Project” (Quartets with Jean-
Paul Estiévenart, Dre Peremans, Bart Defoort, Pierre Vaiana, Lorenzo Di Maio and Ben-
jamin Prischi). The trio is currently playing in Nicolas Bedos’ play, “Promenade de san-
té” with Tania Garbarsky and Charlie Dupont.

In 2009, Champagne brought together hard-bop quintet The Sidewinders, with dou-
ble-bassist Nicholas Yates (Igloo Records, November 2012). He plays and arranges for 
the Brazilian pop/rock septet UTZ (led by the singer and guitarist Renato Baccarat).

Champagne also features in the magnificent Al Manara project, bringing together 
fifteen Belgo-Palestinian musicians that play the music of Ramzi Aburedwan, arran-
ged by Eloi Baudimont. They have played in Tournai cathedral, Tunisia, Palestine and 
the Fête de l'Huma in Paris.
Two new projects have surfaced more recently: a retun to his work as a duo with pia-
nist Christian Claessens and “Kind of Blue Tribute”, a homage Miles Davis’s legendary 
album, playing alongside Gino Lattuca, Michel Mainil, Eve Beuvens, Nicola Lancerotti 
and Bruno Castellucci.

Alongside these projects, Thomas is also involved in several multi-discipine arts pro-
jects: composing music for short films, working with theatre and dance projects.

2015 will be the year of Random House!
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Guillaume Vierset won the Sabam 
Jazz Young Talent Award in 2013, 
quite an achievement  already! Be-
fore that  in 2011, he had received 
an award as best soloist at the 
Comblain-la-Tour jazz festival and 
the following year one for Best  Band 
at Dinant Jazz Nights Festival 2012 
(with his LG Jazz Collective). He is 
known for his work with The Green 
Dolphins, as well as his Quartet and 
Quintet.

Vierset created the LG Jazz Collec-
tive following a commission for Jazz 
à Liège 2012. The septet performs 
tracks by Belgian composers arran-
ged by Vierset  and played by  seven 
musicians from the new  generation 
of Belgian jazz.

In 2014, he created the Harvest 
Breed Band, a jazz quartet devoted 
to songwriters such as Nick Drake 
and Bob Dylan. He is also a member 
of the Brussels Youth Jazz Orchestra, 
supervised by the Brussels Jazz Or-
chestra.

As a guitarist,  Vierset  is  constantly 
searching for new  sounds,  both in his 
improvisation and in his composing 
and arrangements.

Ruben Lamon is  a 
talented double bassist  from Ghent’s 
flourishing jazz scene.  He plays in 
several combos and projects, such 
as Maggid, Trioxide, Winterslag, Re-
née, Bigband 86, Black Mango, 8 o’ 
Clock Shadows, New  Brass Direc-
tions, Jamaican Jazz Orchestra and 
the Geoffrey Fiorese Quintette.

Like Vierset, he is a member of the 
Brussels Youth Jazz Orchestra.  His  
solid rhythmic sense and warm, per-
cussive sound make of him a very 
powerful double bassist.

Alain Deval is the creator of Col-
lapse, that just released their second 
album for Igloo Records In March 
2014, alongside Jean-Paul Estiéve-
nart (tpt), Steven Delannoye (sax) 
and Yannick Peeters (db). The quar-
tet  errs  between bold post-bop and 
avant-garde, and has played exten-
sively  in 2012 (JazzLab and Jazz Tour 
circuits).

He also plays in Quark, a crazy  elec-
tronic project created by  trombone-
player Adrien Lambine that released 
their debut album on the Home Re-
cords label in September 2013.

As the Alain Deval Quartet, with Je-
roen Van Herzeele (sax), Frederik  
Leroux  (gtr)  and Yannick Peeters, he 
plays in a style closer to free jazz.  He 
is also part  of L'Oeil Kollectif, with 
musicians from Liège, and the new 
trio of singer Anu Junnonen with 
Gilles Mortio on guitar.
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Review of a concert published in early February 2014 in JazzHot by Jean-Marie Hacquier: 

“On January 28, I did not want to miss the première of Thomas Champagne’s new quartet at the L’Os àMoelle, the 
oldest cabaret that is still active in Brussels. The cellar that smells like a mushroom bed and once hosted shows by 
the Vanha (Roger Vanhaverbeke) Trio and their guests now welcomes improvisational theatre and a "rock-and-roll-
attitude" that better suits the thirty-somethings of the 21st century. But just to prove me wrong – or to maintain good 
neighbourly relations – two blue note concerts were programmed for the first part of the season: Champagne 
Random House and the extroverts called Slang (25/2). (...) The music is contemporary, well structured, varied, mo-
bile but fusional. The seductive melodies evoke a freedom that will blossom.

The intelligence of each musician lies in their respect for the others, as in when the guitarist replies to calls from the 
sax-player, the variable pulsion of a drummer that listens, launches and sparks off new tempos. The quartet is worth 
following in the future. Pray to God that these inspired musicians preserve this wonderful communion of expression!”

http://www.jazzhot.net/PBCPPlayer.asp?ID=1415270 “

CONTACT: NU:BE ASBL

nube@skynet.be

+32 2 640 22 76
+32 496151701
www.thomaschampagne.be 

facebook.com/thomaschampagnerandomhouse
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